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The complete user manual is available on a web space.
To access other available languages, please scan the QR code available at the end of this user manual >
QR Code Chapter (p.122).

1. Main features of the refraction head
The Essilor device named Vision-STM 700 is a Compact Refraction System used to determine the refractive error
and binocular functions of the visual system.
VS700I is a VS700 with printer.
The refractive error exam is commonly referred to as the subjective refraction.
Subjective refraction: an attempt to determine, using the patient's cooperation, the combination of lenses that
will provide the best corrected visual acuity
The Vision-STM 700 incorporates the entire refraction room and consists of a compact refraction unit, a console
and chart screens.
The compact refraction unit controls the combination/power of lenses to determine what correction is
needed for the best visual acuity
The console controls all the actions during the refraction process (phoropter and chart screen)
The Vision-STM 700 is a controlled testing environment as the refractive error and binocular function can be
calculated, at controlled distances, monocularly or binocularly, and environment light condition. Combining these
with the continuous optical changes (sphere, cylinder, axis and prism), the best correction or diagnosis is
possible.

2. Instrument classification
Vision-STM 700 is a class I and type B parts medical instrument. The design and manufacture of this instrument
have meticulously taken care of in terms of ease of use, patient safety and reliability.
It is marked

.

Date of first marking 2020. Its estimated minimum lifetime is 7 years.
This instrument complies with regulation 2017/745/UE.
For a safer, more effective use, however, follow the instructions outlines in this manual.
This device complies with the restrictions imposed by section 15 of the FCC regulation. Its use meets the
following conditions: (1) this device must not cause interference and (2) must accept interference from external
sources, notably that are liable to cause malfunctions.
Those limits are set so as to ensure reasonable protection against interference in a residential environment. This
device generates, uses and can emit radio frequency energy, which may interfere with radio communications if
the device is not installed and used in strict conformity with manufacturer instructions. However, there is no
guarantee that there will be no interference in certain conditions. You can confirm that this device is the source
of interferences with radio or television reception by turning the device on and off.
In accordance with the requirements of FCC rules, any modification made to this equipment which is not
expressly approved by the manufacturer would nullify the user's right to use this device.

3. Symbols used
On the instrument
Caution: a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in
minor or moderate injury.
Warning: a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in
death or serious injury.
Danger: a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, will result in
death or serious injury.
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Important and/or useful additional information to learn relating to the text
in this manual.
Alternate current
D.C. current
Obligation to refer to the operating manual
Applied, type B parts.
Manufacturer
Manufacturing date (year)

Stand by mode

CE Marking (European regulation relating to medical devices).
Medical device
Compliant to FCC standards
Indicates a medical device that may be used mutiple times (multiple
procedures) on a single patient
Waste disposal symbol in accordance with Directives 2012/19/EU and
2011/65/EU
I

ON = Turned-on (power supply connected to the mains)

O

OFF = Turned-off (power supply disconnected to the mains)

On the packaging
Handle with care
This way up

Maximum stacking of 1 product

Fragile
Keep dry
CE Marking (European regulation relating to medical devices).
Indicate the thermal limits to which the medical device can be
exposed in complete safety.
Indicate the humidity limits to which the medical device can be
exposed in complete safety.
Indicate the limits of atmospheric pressure to which the medical
device can be exposed in complete safety.
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4. Copyright
Copyright © 2020 Essilor - Original manual All rights reserved.
All reproduction of the content of this document, whether in part or as a whole, for the purpose of its publication
or dissemination by any means and in any format whatsoever, even free of charge, is strictly prohibited without
Essilor's prior written consent.

5. Confidentiality of patient data
The instrument is a system that can save, store and share relative information with the patient such as refraction
measurements, name or photo. It is the device user’s responsibility to comply with patient data confidentiality
regulations, applicable on their site.

7
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1. Instrument inspection
Inspect the instrument (once a week) to ensure that it is assembled correctly and the console is
properly connected.
If the cover is dirty, gently wipe it with a soft, slightly damp cloth. Wipe any stubborn stains with a
little water or neutral detergent.

2. List of accessories and detachable parts
While unpacking, check that the following standard accessories are included.
Standard accessories
Communication cables:
1 electric cable running from the console (7 m)
2 CBOX/Vision-STM 700 network cables running to the local network
Face shield:
Right, ref VS01S75 (x1)
Left, ref VS01S76 (x1)
Forehead rest cover, ref VS01180L (x1)*
Protective cover:
Compact refraction unit, ref VS01A01 (x1)
Console, ref V01A02 (x1)
Quickstart Guide (x1)
Cleaning swab (x20)
Disinfectant wipes, ref NET021(x100)
Optional accessories
Printer
Printer paper (x5)
Detachable parts
Power cable 2 m (x1), Europe type
Power cable 2 m (x1), US type
Vision-STM 700 is entirely compatible and designed to work with the CBOX test presentation screens.
* Applied parts. It is recommended to replace the soft forehead rest cover every 7500 cleaning with wipes.
The forehead rest cover is applied to improve patient comfort.
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3. Installation and connection
This instrument must be installed by a specialized technician. To install the instrument or to change its
connection, please contact your Essilor dealer.
Respect the precautions below:
Do not install the instrument in a location:
where dust or dirt accumulates,
directly exposed to the light rays,
oxygen rich,
displaying extreme temperatures and humidity levels,
likely to undergo strong oscillations or sudden shocks.
Do not use the instrument with flammable anaesthetics or in conjunction with flammable agents.
The instrument should not fall; that would likely cause malfunctions. If it does fall, the instrument
could also crush your body or feet.
Do not hold the product by the refraction head part.
a. Installation
1. Take the compact refraction system out of the box.
2. Install the compact refraction unit on an elevation table.
3. Set the console on the same table or separate one depending on the position.
4. Loosen the locking metal plate on the side of the compact refraction unit.
5. Switch on the device.
b. Connection
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With:
Cable connection
Web connection
* Wall plug RJ-45

4. Transport
1. Clear the session.
2. Switch off the compact refraction unit by clicking on the [Clear] button and on the power switch in
the back of the unit.
3. Remove logo plate on the left side of the compact refaction unit.
4. Untight the sliding metal plate and lock the system. Then, tight the low screw.
5. Place the unit in it's box.
Never transport the compact refraction system outside of it's box. Always lock the transport locking plate.

5. Identification and locating of the elements
a. Complete unit
The main components that make up the Vision-STM 700 unit are:
A compact refraction unit
A console
b. Compact refraction unit - (Ref. VS01012)

1. Forehead rest cover* and forehead rest
Area on which the patient’s forehead must rest during the test.
*Applied part.
2. Movable face shield
Area which may be in contact with the patient’s cheeks.
3. Patient side observation windows (SCV module)
Patient side: front area where the patient is positioned and through which he or she looks during the eye
test.

11
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4. Measurement cameras for vertex distance
Used to measure the vertex distance of the patient and to light up their eyes if necessary during the
pupillary distance adjustment.

The control knob is used to adjust the forehead rest position and then, to modify the Vertex distance.

c. Console - (Ref. V01KB1)

1. Touch screen
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2. Touch [Clear]
Used for:
Resetting the current session (quick press).
Turning the instrument on or off (long press).
3. Keys [Import/export]
Used for importing and exporting the patient’s refraction data.
4. Touch [Far vision/Near vision]
Used for changing to far-vision mode or near-vision mode .
Not used.
5. Touch [Bluetouch]
Used for comparing different refraction measurements and rendering the data.
6. Buttons [R/BINO/L]
Used for selecting the vision condition:
Monocular right eye (R) by de-selecting and blocking out the left eye.
Monocular left eye (L) by de-selecting and blocking out the right eye.
Binocular (Bino)
7. Keys [+/-]
Used for increasing or decreasing the power values.
Key “+”: allows you to increment the positive power values.
Key “-”: allows you to increment the negative power values.
8. Keys [Position 1/Position 2]
Used for:
Navigating through the list of variation steps of the selected optical setting
Introducing one of the two positions of the cross cylinder while performing the cross-cylinder test
9. Central button
Used for:
Modifying (+), the power values via rotation of the central button
Navigating through the controlled settings (e.g. S, C, A) by pressing the central button
10. Acuity navigation buttons
Used for:
Navigating through the acuity charts (changing the size of the letters, charts, lines or columns) and
saving the answers.
Navigating through the answers of the dissociated tests
Confirming the answers of the dissociated tests with the middle button
There are two USB ports located on the side of the console.

13
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d. Electrical connection

1. Service technician socket
2. Information indicator lights
3. USB port
4. Ethernet port
5. Console connection port
Used for the connection to the console
6. On/off switch
Network isolation switch.
7. Power cable socket
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e. Test presentation screen

1. Access to the main menu
Permits access to the instrument configuration screens.
2. Optotypes, tests
Used to display the various categories of types and tests (manual or automatic), associated optotypes and
programs.
3. Configuration for the set up of the patient
Used to check and manage:
The Vertex distance.
The inter-pupillary distance alignment.
To choose the background scene.
To apply filters or masks to the eyes of the patient.
To modify the steps of the current setting.
To lock an eye.
4. Controlled parameters
Used to select and modify the values of the presented optical settings.
5. Visualization of the current test.
Used to visualize, personalize the test in progress and to include the answers of the patient.
6. Management of the patient data and user help display
Allows you to:
Manage the patient data.
Display and call up memorized data.
Display the contextual assistance.

15
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1. Configure the instrument
Turn on the instrument (first time)
1

Press the ON/OFF switch on the back of the compact refraction unit.

> The system is initialized (compact refraction unit and console).
To turn ON the device
1

Press the [Clear] button on the keyboard to switch on the system.

Turn off the instrument
1

Press and hold the ON/OFF switch [Clear] on the console.

> The screen turns black.
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a. Set the instrument data to zero
At the end of each examination, it is possible to set the instrument data to zero. The expert can then start a new
session with a new patient.
Restoring the instrument data can be carried out:
On the keyboard, by quickly pressing on the key [Clear].

On the touch screen, by pressing on

>

.

The restoring of the patient data does not cause the instrument to turn off.

b. Pass from the manual mode to the automatic mode
Passing from manual mode to automatic mode can be carried out on the touch screen by pressing on:
>

or,

(displayed by default).
Once the mode is chosen, the display of the upper strip changes:
for manual mode.
for automatic mode.
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c. Import and export data
The importing and exporting of the instrument data can be carried out:
On the console, by pressing on the [Import]

On the touch screen, by pressing on

>

or [Export]

keys.

.

Once import or export has been selected, the corresponding windows open:
Import

Export

It is possible to choose to display the data coming from a:
AKR (Auto-kerato-refractometer)
ALM (Lensmeter)
PC (Computer)
The data is saved automatically in the corresponding memory.

19
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Press:
to confirm the importing or the export of the data.
to cancel the importing or the export of the data.
You can select several types of products.

2. Setting up the patient
First adjust the height of the elevation table so the patient is comfortably seated (with his forehead on the
forehead rest).
Correct installation must:
Allow the patient to have a comfortable posture which guarantees his or her stability throughout
the examination.
Preventing the patient from being in contact with optics (lashes for example).
a. Adjusting the forehead rest
The forehead rest adjustment is performed manually thanks to the knob located at the top of the device.

Adjustment of the forehead rest affects the Vertex distance. Ideally the patients vertex distance should be
between 10 mm and 20 mm.
b. Checking the Vertex distance
The inspection of the Vertex distance is performed on the touch screen by pressing on

.

> Images of the patient’s right eye and the left eye appear at the top of the console screen.

> Adjust the position of the vertical lines on the corneal apex of each eye using the central button.
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> Or the incrementation keys (+/-) on the console keyboard.

The Vertex distance can be modified by adjusting the forehead rest using the knob located at the top of
the device.
After adjusting the Vertex distance, check that the patient's face is not in contact with the face shields of
the device.
c. Aligning the occulars with pupils
Before adjusting the distances, ask the patient to place their forehead against the head rest and make sure the
patient is in a comfortable position. The test screen must be in the middle of the patient's field of vision.
The adjustment of the inter-pupillary distances is carried out via the console touch screen by pressing on

.

> The dedicated pupillary cameras placed in the device will display the following.

It is possible to regulate the pupillary distances in far vision and near vision.
The value:
Of an eye corresponds to monocular half PD alignment,
Of the two eyes corresponds to the total binocular PD alignment.
By default the step is 1 mm for the total distance.
The adjustment of the inter-pupillary distances can be carried out on the console:
By turning the central button clockwise or counterclockwise.
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By pressing on the keys [+/-].

d. Changing from far-vision mode to near-vision mode
To change from far vision to near vision, click on the tab near vision and select a test.
Switching to near vision mode modifies, the inter-pupillary distances, the convergence of the refraction
head and the distance of the screen.
The icon corresponding to the selected mode is displayed in blue on the interface:
A small icon is displayed on each test to show you whether the test is being performed in distance or
near.
Visual Acuity – Distance >
Visual Acuity - Near >
for far-vision mode.
for near-vision mode.
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1. Choose a test
The choice of the tests is done on the left part of the main screen.

Several test formats are available. Press:
to access the list of tests available,
to access the pre-selected favourite tests,
to access the standard or personalized test programs.
a. Select a test
Press on the icon of the test that you want to start. A visualization of the test is displayed at the bottom of the
main screen.
When you select a test, the controlled settings as well as the applied filters are automatically modified.
If you wish to deactivate this function, go into manual mode on the touch screen by pressing on:
>

or,

(displayed by default).
Red/Green test example
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b. Start an existing test program
1

Press on the icon of the test program

.

> The list of available test programs is displayed.
2

Select the program that you wish to use.
> The test program is displayed and the first test is set up automatically.

You can:
Follow the program’s progression on the
progression bar.
Leave the program at any time by clicking
on [STOP].
Go to the following test by pressing on:
the associated icon,
[NEXT] in the case of smart tests.

Click on the link if auto next needs to be de-activated.

If you wish to select a test outside the program in progress, press on the test list
tests

or favorite

icons.

It is possible to return to the running program by pressing on the corresponding icon.

2. Checking the optical module
a. Changing the checked eye
Selecting the examined eye can be done:
On the touch screen by selecting:
the power of the right eye or the left eye, for the separate inspection of each eye or,
on the settings (S, C, A, ADD, Hor., Ver.) for the simultaneous inspection of both eyes.

25
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On the console keyboard, by pressing on the keys [R, BINO, L].

b. Change the controlled settings
Moving from one controlled setting (S, C, A, ADD, Hor., Ver.) to another can be carried out:
On the touch screen, by pressing on the setting that you wish to check (on the value of the right eye or
the left eye or on the setting).

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the central button.
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Depending on the instrument’s status, the operation can be carried out in various ways:
Far vision

Near vision

Prism

c. Modify the power and the incrementation steps
Modify the power
The modification of the power can be carried out:
On the touch screen, by pressing a second time on the desired controlled setting.

> In this case a numeric keypad is displayed. Enter the desired value and confirm

.

Once input is complete, do not forget to save the initial prescription in the memory of your choice.

27
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On the console keyboard:
by turning the central button clockwise or counterclockwise, or

by pressing on the keys [+/-].

Example:
If you wish to modify the sphere (S), it is possible to modify the values of the right eye or the left eye
independently, or both at the same time by selecting “S” directly.
d. Modify the incrementation steps
Three step variation choices are configurable:
1. Sphere and cylinder variation step
2. Axis variation step
3. Prism variation step
The value is displayed in the upper blue strip and depends on the active setting.
The unit and the step value depend on this setting. The modification of the incrementation step can be carried
out:
On the touch screen, by selecting the desired step value.

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the keys [1 and 2].
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According to the controlled settings, the values are not the same:
The sphere (S), the cylinder (C) and additions (ADD) are displayed in diopters and are adjustable
to 0.25, 0.50, 1.00 or 2.00 D.
> By default, the step is 0.25D.
The axis (A) are displayed in degrees and are adjustable to 1°, 5°, 10°, 20°, 45° or 90°.
> By default, the step is 5°.
The prisms (Hor. and Vert.) are displayed in prismatic diopters and are adjustable to 0.1, 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, 3.0 or 6.0 D.
> By default, the step is 1D.
e. Value locking function
The value locking function is useful if you wish to lock in different values. To do this, press on the lock icon.

The icon of a closed lock is displayed, the values are grayed and cannot be modified any more.

To unlock the values, press on the lock icon again.

29
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3. Mask an eye and check the filters
a. Check the masks
Press on the eye which you wish to mask.
> The mask is applied automatically in front of the eye of the patient.
The mask can be:
A black mask.
A spherical power, in this case a lens of this power is applied in front of the eye of the patient.
> The value of this is displayed on the selected eye.
Selecting the eye to be masked

Example of black mask

Example of power mask

The mask set up is automatic during the automated refraction tests, contrary to the dissociated tests.
If you wish to deactivate this function, go into manual mode on the touch screen by pressing on:
>

or,

(displayed by default).
b. Check and modify the filters
To personalize the filters to be applied in front of the eyes of the patient, press and hold on one of the two eyes.
A window opens:

You can select the different filters:
Monocular, separate right eye and left eye,
Binocular with filter couples.
The action is manual. If filters are applied for a test, the adjustment is temporary up to the start of a new
session.
The selected filters are displayed in the top part of the window.
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Once this is done, press on:
to confirm the selection.
to cancel.
c. Modify the type of occlusion
To personalize the type of occlusion to be applied in front of the unchecked eye, press and hold on one of the
two eyes.
A window opens:

Press on [Occlusion type] and select the desired type of occlusion from the list:

The action is manual. If a type of occlusion is applied, the adjustment is temporary up to the start of a
new session.

4. Manage the patient data
a. Add a patient folder
To create a patient folder press on

31
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> The patient folder creation page is displayed:

Fill in the required fields:

Reminders
: male
: female
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Once the folder in filled in, press on:
to confirm.
to cancel.

5. Access with contextual assistance
To access with contextual assistance, press on

.

The phraseology of the tests as well as actions to be performed on the console are displayed on the right part of
the screen.

If you wish to display more information on the test, press on [More help]

33
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An additional help page is displayed:

Press on

to close the page.
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1. Patient refraction data input
a. Objective
Before performing the refraction tests, it is necessary to first enter the data of patient’s initial refraction into the
instrument.
These data can come from:
1. The previous measured refraction on the glasses of the patient,
2. The objective refraction:
measured with the auto-refractometer or a skiascope/retinoscope,
determined by an aberrometer.
3. The patient folder.
b. Data importing from Essibox.com
The patient refraction data importing from Essibox.com can be done:
On the touch screen, by pressing on

>

.

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the [Import]
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According to imported information and the phoropter settings, the refraction data is automatically placed in one
of the memories of the phoropter:
[Lensmeter]: previous correction
[Autorefractor]: objective refraction measured with the auto-refractometer or the aberrometer
[Retinoscopy]: refraction measured by skiascope/retinoscope
[Computer]: refraction from the patient folder
[Memory 1]
[Memory 2]
[Memory 3]
7 memories are available in all.
It is possible to rename the memories.
c. Manual entry
The entry of the starting refraction can be performed either:
Eye by eye
Two eyes at the same time
You can manually enter the patient’s refraction data into the phoropter in two different ways:
1. By using the console touch screen, or
2. By using the console keyboard.
1 - Using the console touch screen
1

Press on the setting which you wish to enter.
Sphere (S)
Cylinder (C)
Axis (A)
The selection can be done independently for the right eye, the left eye or in binocular.
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> The line of the selected setting is displayed in blue. Press the selected parameter again to display the
numeric keypad.

2

Enter the desired value and press:
to confirm.
to cancel.
> The data is displayed on the screen and is applied in front of the eye or the eyes of the patient.

3

Then press on other settings if necessary.
2 - Using of the console keyboard

1

Press on the keys [R, BINO or L].

2

Turn the console keyboard’s central button clockwise (-) or counterclockwise (+).
> The values of the selected setting change.
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Press on the central button on the keyboard to change the setting if necessary.
Do not forget to save the data entered in one of the available memories (here [Lensmeter]).
3 - Data memorization

1

Press:

> The list of the available memories is displayed.
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Choose the desired memory.
> The saved data is displayed on the right part of the screen.

2. Standard tests
There are 2 types of standard tests:
1. The far-vision tests
2. The near-vision tests
a. Refraction tests
The following refraction tests will be detailed:
Visual acuity
Red/Green or Duochrome
Fixed cross cylinders
Reserved cross cylinders
Bi-ocular balance
This list is not exhaustive.
Some main tests are only detailed here to help understand operation of the instrument.
For each test, a contextual “in situation” help is available by pressing on

.

User is prompted to refer to this.
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Reminder
Before performing the refraction tests, it is necessary to first enter the data of patient’s initial refraction
into the instrument.
These data can come from:
1. The previous measured refraction on the glasses of the patient,
2. The objective refraction:
measured with the auto--refractometer or a skiascope,
determined by an aberrometer.
3. The patient folder.
Visual acuity

Objective
Measure the visual acuity of the patient with and/or without correction in:
Far vision,
Monocular vision condition:
right eye (RE),
left eye (LE),
Binocular vision condition (RLE i.e. RE and LE simultaneously).
Choice of optotypes scale
It is possible to choose two types of optotypes scales:
1. Rational progression scale (in opposite and decimal acuity)
letters
numbers
C of Landolt
E of Snellen
stylized figures
2. Logarithmic progression scale
letters
numbers
C of Landolt
E of Snellen
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Once you have made your choice, press on the icon of the desired test. The visualization of the test is then
displayed at the bottom of the main screen:

The test display area allows you to:
Visualize the optotypes presented.
Display the acuity values in the unit chosen during configuration:
decimal acuity (x/10)
Snellen acuity in meters (6/x)
Snellen acuity in feet (20/x)
The table of optotypes allows you to:
Display the value of corresponding acuity,
Display the unit of acuity.
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Display zone at the bottom of the screen

letters

Rational progression
numbers
scale

C of Landolt

E of Snellen

stylized figures

letters

numbers
Logarithmic
progression scale
C of Landolt

E of Snellen

So that the patient does not memorize the series, for each scale of acuity, six series of optotypes are
available. You can change the series while maintaining the same letter size:
On the touch screen, by pressing on the points above the optotypes.
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On the console keyboard, by pressing on the horizontal keys.

Display of the visual acuity values
To display acuity values, press on

.

The acuity values are displayed below the table with the visual acuity value(s) currently being presented
highlighted in blue.

You can change the visual acuity values on the console keyboard by pressing on the vertical keys:

Record the patient's acuity value by pressing the key in the middle of the four arrows or by pressing on the
acuity value on the screen.
On keyboard
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Choice of optotype table display
To choose a kind of display press on

.

It is possible to choose four display types of optotypes:
1. In table
2. In column
3. In line
4. In isolated optotype
Only available for rational progression scales (letters, figures, C of Landolt, E of Snellen, stylized figures).
Display types

Display in zone at the bottom of the screen

Table

Column

Multiple column (press on
the same icon again)

Line

Multiple line (press on the
same icon again)

Isolated optotype
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Fix patient focus
In this section the ECP can fix the focus of the patient on a specific area. Press
from:

. Now it is possible to focus

Arrow

Block

Underline

Opposite lines

Choice of contrast type
To choose a type of contrast, press on

.

It is possible to choose three types of contrasts:
1. Red-green, in 100% contrast,
2. White on black background
3. Black on white background, with choice of contrasts from 0 to 100%.

Procedure - Determine the visual acuity of the patient
1

Select the optotypes on the touch screen.
Check that the optotypes that appear correctly on the test presentation screen.
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2

Select the right eye, the left eye or both eyes by using the keys [R, L or BINO] on the console keyboard.

3

Scroll through the acuity tests using the vertical arrows on the console keyboard.

4

Ask the patient the following question:
“Look at the test, tell me what the small characters are that you can make out, and read them aloud (or
describe them).”
> If the patient manages to make out 3 out of 5 optotypes on the same line of acuity, the level of acuity is
considered as achieved.

5

Save the visual acuity value. You can save this value:
On the console keyboard, by pressing on the key located in the middle of the 4 arrows.

Only for the logarithmic scales and rational scale if a line or a symbol is isolated.
On the touch screen, by pressing on the acuity value appearing in the display area.
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> The value of the visual acuity of patient (RE, LE or BINO) changes into blue and is saved in the section
“Patient Data”, in the memory “Visual Acuity”.
> It appears in the dial on the right of the screen.

Background screen

The Vision-S refracting system allows you to perform the eye tests in a real life environment. The background
screen gives the patient a unique experience while promoting certain visual aspects.
The background screen can be selected by pressing on the following icon.

The options to choose from are:
White background
Urban background
Natural background
Lake background

The scene can be changed at any point in time during the refraction.
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Red/Green or Duochrome (non smart test)

Objective
Adjust the patient’s spherical correction value in:
In far vision,
Monocular vision condition:
right eye (RE),
left eye (LE),
Binocular vision condition (RLE i.e. RE and LE simultaneously).
Procedure - Performing the test

1

Press

.

> The Red/Green test is displayed in the display area in the bottom of the touch screen of the console.

> The corresponding table of optotypes is displayed on the test presentation screen.
To perform this test in the best conditions, a more softly lit environment is advised.

2

Ask the patient the following question:
“Look at the test and tell me if the characters appear darker to you or more contrasted on the red
background, on the green background or if they seem identical to you.”
If the answer is:
> - darker on the red background add -0.25 D (*) to the value of the sphere. Either:
On the console keyboard, by pressing on the key " - ".
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On the console keyboard, by turning the central button clockwise (*).

> Start the test again until the patient sees the equal blackness for the characters on the red
background and the green background or the preference for the green background.
> - darker on the green background add +0.25 D (*) to the value of the sphere. Either:
On the console keyboard, by pressing on the key “+”.

On the console keyboard, by turning the central button anticlockwise (*).

> Start the test again until the patient sees the equal blackness for the characters on the red
background and the green background or the preference for the red background.
> - identical on the red background and the green background retain this sphere value.
In the event of preferred red and green inversion between two sphere steps, retain the last values:
red for a patient with myopia
green for a patient with hypermetropia
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Notes
To avoid the disturbing effects of the accommodation of the patient (which can make him prefer the red),
it is possible to:
ask the patient to lock on the green background before proceeding to the red/green comparison,
lightly blur by adding a power of +0.50 D in order to obtain a preference for the red and to then
clear it up until obtaining the balance between the red and the green.
Several successive preferred answers for the red can indicate that the patient unintentionally involves his
accommodation. This can occur in particular with young patients who can be sometimes appear shortsighted by the excessive inclusion of their accommodation. It is thus important to make sure not to let it
result in a too concave (or negative) sphere value.
(*)
This information corresponds to the phoropter default settings. The sphere variation step is by default
0.25 D but can be adjusted in settings.
Fixed cross cylinders

Objective
Adjust the patient’s spherical correction value in:
In far vision,
Monocular vision condition:
right eye (RE),
left eye (LE),
Binocular vision condition (RLE i.e. RE and LE simultaneously).
Procedure - Performing the test

1

Press

.

> A cross made up of black horizontal and vertical lines on a white background is displayed in the display
area at the bottom of the touch screen on the console.
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> A cross is displayed on the test presentation screen.
> A fixed cross cylinder with a “+0.50 (- 1.00) 90°” formula is added to the patient’s correction (on the
right eye, the left eye or both eyes).
This cylinder is automatically generated by the optical module through combination with the
patient’s correction. It is not an additional lens added in front of the correction of the patient (as
in the traditional phoropters).
2

Ask the patient the following question:
“Look at the cross. Tell me if the horizontal or vertical lines appear clearer to you or darker or if they have
the same darkness.”
If the answer is:
> - clearer vertical lines add -0.25 D (*) to the value of the sphere. Either:
On the console keyboard, by pressing on the key " - ".

On the console keyboard, by turning the central button clockwise (*).

> Start the test again until the patient sees equal clearness between the horizontal and vertical lines or
a greater clearness for the horizontal ones.
> - clearer horizontal lines add +0.25 D (*) to the value of the sphere. Either:
On the console keyboard, by pressing on the key “+”.

On the console keyboard, by turning the central button anticlockwise (*).
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> Start the test again until the patient sees equal clearness between the horizontal and vertical lines or
a greater clearness for the vertical ones.
> - equality of darkness between the horizontal and vertical ones retain this sphere value.

In the event of preferred inversion between the horizontal and vertical lines between two sphere steps,
retain the last values:
vertical for a patient with myopia
horizontal for a patient with hypermetropia
Notes
To avoid the disturbing effects of accommodation, it is possible to blur the patient (with a convex power)
until you obtain the preference for the vertical lines and to then clear up it until you achieve a balance
between the horizontal and vertical lines.
The test of the fixed cross cylinders supposes an exact correction of the astigmatism of the eye. The result
can be distorted if a direct astigmatism (cylinder axis further from 0°) or the opposite (cylinder axis
further from 90°) is over or under-corrected.
At the end of the test, the horizontal and vertical lines are slightly fuzzy (because the patient looks at
them through a cylinder of 1.00 D). The important thing is that the blurring is identical on the horizontal
and vertical lines.
(*)
This information corresponds to the phoropter default settings. The sphere variation step is by default
0.25 D but can be adjusted in settings.
Jackson cross cylinders

Objective
Determine the value of the patient's cylindrical correction:
Axis,
In power,
In far vision,
In single-eyed vision (right eye or left eye).
Historically, the Jackson cross cylinders test was performed using a lens made up of a positive cylinder
and a negative cylinder of the same powers and perpendicular portions between them. This lens was
mounted on a shaft and allowed the position of positive and negative cylinders to be manually reversed
by turning the lens over itself.
Unlike traditional manual and automated phoropters, there is no reversed Vision-STM 700 or "changing"
lens manuals. The cross cylinder move positions instantaneously. It is determined by a calculation which,
in combination with the correction in place, is directly generated by the optical module. The patient sees a
change occurring instantly and without interruption and thus perceives differences more easily.
Principle
The principle of the test is to combine the astigmatism of the lens with the uncorrected residual cylinder value of
the eye (the one resulting from the combination of the eye’s astigmatism and the correction in place).
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If the astigmatism is properly corrected, the patient does not perceive any difference between the
positions of the cross cylinder. They are seen as equally blurred.
If the astigmatism is not perfectly corrected, the patient perceives a blurring difference between the
different positions of the cross cylinder.
The Jackson cross cylinder test takes place in three stages:
1. Cylinder axis search
2. Cylinder power search
3. Sphere power adjustment (based on the cylinder value)
Reminder - cylinder axis search
The search for the cylinder axis consists of comparing two positions:
1. The negative axis of the corrective cylinder
2. The cylinder axis of the patient correction
If the axis of the correction is correct, the patient does not perceive any difference between the two
positions.
However, if the patient perceives a difference between the two positions, the correction axis must be
adjusted by 5° (*) in the direction of the negative axis of the preferred cross cylinder. The operation
must be repeated until the patient no longer perceives a difference between the two positions or indicates
a return to the previous axis position.
Reminder p Cylinder power search
The search for the cylinder power consists of positioning the meridians of the cross cylinder according to
the direction of the axis of the correction and comparing the two positions of the cross cylinder.
If the power of the cylinder is correct, the patient does not perceive a difference.
However, if the patient perceives a difference it is necessary to modify the power of the cylinder. If the
patient prefers:
The position of the cross cylinder with the negative axis aligned with that of the correction: it is
necessary to increase the negative cylinder value of the correction by 0.25 D (*).
The position where the negative axis of the cylinder is perpendicular to the axis of the correction
(corresponds to the positive cylinder axis aligned with that of the correction): it is necessary to
reduce the cylinder value by 0.25 D (*).
Repeat the operation until the patient no longer perceives a difference or indicates a return to the
previous position of the cross cylinder.
Note : after a change of 0.50 D to the cylinder, do not forget to adjust the sphere power of 0.25 D in
order to maintain the constant equivalent spherical power.
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Procedure - Test Performance, Step 1 Cylinder Axis Search
1

Press

.
This test can also be performed with a letter target

or circles

.

> The reversed cross cylinder test is displayed in the display area in the bottom of the touch screen of the
console.

> The dot test is displayed on the test presentation screen.
> The cross cylinder is placed in the cylinder axis verification position, oriented according to the direction
of the negative axis of the patient’s correction cylinder.
This axis is visually represented by the black line below.
The white dots represent the positive axis.
It is also possible to place it directly in the axis search position by clicking once on the value of
the cylinder axis for the eye concerned.
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Ask the patient the following question:
"Look at the dots. Tell me if they look sharper, darker, more contrasted in position 1, position 2 or if they
look identical to you?“
To:

Show the dots in position 1, press the "1" key
on the console keyboard.

Show the dots in position 1, press the "2" key
on the console keyboard.

It is important to always propose the three options:
Position 1
Position 2
Same
> The position change appears in the test presentation area in two ways:
Blue highlighting of positions 1 and 2

Cross cylinder position change

Reminder:
The red points mark the negative axis of the cross cylinder
The white points mark the positive axis of the cross cylinder
If the answer is:
> - clearer in position 1, press the + key on the console keyboard:
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The axes (the negative cylinder of the correction and the cross cylinder) rotate in the direction of the
negative axis of the patient's preferred position(*).
> Repeat the test until the patient no longer sees any difference between the two positions in the cross
cylinder.
> - clearer in position 2, press the + key on the console keyboard:

The axes (the negative cylinder of the correction and the cross cylinder) rotate in the direction of the
negative axis of the patient's preferred position (*).
> Repeat the test until the patient no longer sees any difference between the two positions in the cross
cylinder.
> - no difference, press on the keyboard’s central button on the console:

> Retain this value for the cylinder axis.
> The refraction head then is automatically set up in the cylinder power verification position.
If you prefer to reverse position 1 to position 2, hold the first value of the axis or a middle value.
Validate it using the central button on the console keyboard.
Notes
If no starting cylindrical correction is available, first locate the cylinder axis on a range of 45° by comparing
positions 0° and 90°, then 45° and 135°.

It will be necessary to place a negative cylinder of -0.50 D in the specified range of 45° and then perform the
above procedure.
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(*)
This information corresponds to the phoropter default settings.
The no change in cylinder axis is by default 5° but can be adjusted in settings.
It can also be modified during the examination by selecting it in the steps display area.

Procedure - Test run, step 2 cylinder power search
1

Select the power of the cylinder. Either:
On the console keyboard, by pressing on the central button.

On the touch screen of the console, by clicking once on the setting value of the particular eye.

> The cross cylinder is positioned in the power verification position of the cylinder, oriented according to
the direction of the negative axis of the corrective cylinder for the patient correction.
It is turned 45° from its position when searching for the cylinder axis.
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Ask the patient the following question:
"Look at the dots. Tell me if they look sharper, darker, more contrasted in position 1, position 2 or if they
look identical to you?“
To:

Show the dots in position 1, press the "1" key
on the console keyboard.

Show the dots in position 1, press the "2" key
on the console keyboard.

It is important to always propose the three options:
Position 1
Position 2
Same
> The position change appears in the test presentation area in two ways:
Blue highlighting of positions 1 and 2

Changing of cylinder axis position

Reminder:
The red points mark the negative axis of the cross cylinder
The white points mark the positive axis of the cross cylinder
If the answer is:
> - clearer in position 1, press the + key on the console keyboard:
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The negative cylinder value of the correction is then reduced by +0.25 D.
> Repeat the test until the patient no longer sees any difference between the two positions in the cross
cylinder.
> - clearer in position 2, press the + key on the console keyboard:

The negative cylinder value of the correction is then increased by -0.25 D.
> Repeat the test until the patient no longer sees any difference between the two positions in the cross
cylinder.
> - no difference, press on the keyboard’s central button on the console:

> Retain this value for the cylinder power.
If preferably reversed between position 1 and position 2, retain the lowest value of the two cylinder
values found.
(*)
This information corresponds to the phoropter default settings.
The variation step of the cylinder power is by default 0.25 D, but it can be adjusted in the settings.
It can also be modified during the examination by selecting it in the steps display area.

Procedure - Test run, step 3 sphere power adjustment
1

Adjust the sphere value to maintain the constant spherical equivalent.
Perform this operation in case two power step variations have been made.
Example: if -0.50 D cylinder has been added, the sphere should be adjusted by +0.25 D (*).
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By default the sphere adjustment is done automatically.
This adjustment, by correction of the sphere, can be done manually by clicking on the link > grey

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the central button.

On the touch screen of the console, by clicking once on the setting value of the particular eye.

(*)
If the variation step in the cylinder power was chosen at a value other than 0.25 D, the automatic
adjustment of the sphere power will also occur after two variation steps in the cylinder.
For example: if the pitch is 1.00 D, the sphere value will be corrected by +1.00 D after a change in
cylinder power of -2.00 D.
Bi-ocular balance

Objective
Adjust the equilibrium of corrections between the right and left eye in a binocular vision condition (both eyes
open but simultaneously perceiving different targets).
Principle
The principle of the test is to slightly blur the patient's vision by introducing a power of +0.50 D (or +0.75 D) in
front of both eyes to make it easier to compare the vision of the right eye and the left eye.
It is easier to compare two fuzzy visions to two sharp ones.
If the patient sees more clearly with one eye than with the other, blur the eye that sees the best, increasing the
power by +0.25 D so as to obtain a blurred vision balance between the two eyes.
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Once the equilibrium has been achieved, remove the previously introduced +0.50 D (or +0.75 D) power and
retain the power, if any, added on one of the two eyes.
Note
The practice of binocular equilibrium testing assumes that the visual acuity of both eyes is identical or similar.
In the case of significantly different visual acuities between the right and left eye, a vertical prism dissociation
test should be used. It will allow the patient to simultaneously take a different red/green test for each eye. It will
then be possible to simultaneously search for red/green equality for each eye, with both eyes open.
Procedure - Performing the test
1

Press

.

> The binocular equilibrium test is displayed in the display area at the bottom of the touch screen of the
console.

> The red/green filters are placed in front of the patient's eyes so that the vision is separated from the
eyes.
> Masks are displayed

.

> Two red/green lines appear on the test presentation screen.
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Insert the +0.50 D (or +0.75 D) power in front of both eyes (so as to slightly blur the patient's vision).
You can introduce the power in two ways. By pressing [Bino] and then (once the "S" parameter is
selected):
1. By turning the center button counterclockwise twice (+0.50 D) or three times (+0.75 D).

2. By pressing the "+" key twice (+0.50 D) or three times (+0.75 D).

3

Ask the patient the following question:
“Look at the two lines of letters. Tell me if the letters look darker or more contrasted on the top line, on
the bottom line, or if they look identical to you?"
If the answer is:
> - sharper letters on the top line, add +0.25 D (*) to the value of the sphere. To do this:
Press the [R] key on the console keyboard.

On the console keyboard:
Press the “+” key.

Or, turn the center button counterclockwise (*).
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> Repeat the operation until the patient sees a balance in the blurred vision between the top and
bottom lines or its reversal.
> - sharper letters on the bottom line add +0.25 D (*) to the value of the sphere on the left eye. To
do this:
Press the [L] key on the console keyboard.

On the console keyboard:
Press the “+” key.

Or, turn the center button counterclockwise (*).

> Repeat the operation until the patient sees a balance in the blurred vision between the top and
bottom lines or its reversal.
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> - identical letters on top and bottom lines, bi-ocular equilibrium is achieved. Note this value.
In case of preferred inversion between the top and bottom lines between the proposals:
Reduce the gap in the variance step to determine the exact bi-ocular equilibrium or
Keep the balance that gives preference to the dominant eye of the patient.
The dominant eye of the patient is determined during preliminary refraction tests.
4

Once bi-ocular equilibrium has been achieved, remove the +0.50 D (or +0.75 D) powers introduced at the
beginning of the test.
You can remove the power in two ways. By pressing [Bino] and then (once the "S" parameter is
selected):
1. By turning the center button clockwise twice (+0.50 D) or three times (-0.75 D).

2. By pressing the "-" key twice (-0.50 D) or three times (-0.75 D).

Following the bi-ocular equilibrium test, perform a binocular sphere check with the red/green test
(to be performed with both eyes open).
Notes
If the patient reports that the lines appear and disappear or shift horizontally or vertically, he is likely to
have a binocular vision problem (difficulty simultaneously viewing or merging images).
It is worthwhile to ask the question routinely at this stage of the test in order to ensure that the patient
has simultaneous vision in both eyes and that the patient’s vision is stable.
(*)
This information corresponds to the phoropter default settings. The sphere variation step is by default
0.25 D but can be adjusted in settings.
b. Binocular vision tests
c. Near vision tests
The near vision tests in the Vision-S is performed on a digital screen and differ from the traditional near point
card. The near vision tests can be found in the near vision tab as seen below.
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> screen a changer car plus de test lag

Once a specific near vision test is selected, you will hear the Vision-S change into its near position (Phoropter
and Screen).
Performing the near vision tests are done in the same way as the distance procedure.

3. Smart tests
A smart test is a semi-automatic test using an algorithm that can determine more precisely the subjective
refraction of the patient. At the time of a smart test, all the answers are saved and integrated
automatically in order to prescribe the best possible correction.
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The smarts tests are identifiable through a pictogram located on the right of the icon

.

Some main tests are only detailed here to help understand operation of the instrument.
For each test, a contextual “in situation” help is available by pressing on

.

You are invited to refer to it.
All the smart tests function based on the principle of inputting patient answers and the progression of the
algorithm to determine the checked setting. And this, until the right value is found.
a. Refraction tests
Red/Green or Duochrome smart test

Objective
Refine the patient’s spherical correction value in:
In far vision,
Monocular vision condition:
right eye (RE),
left eye (LE),
Binocular vision condition (RLE i.e. RE and LE simultaneously).
Procedure - Performing the test
1

Press

.

> The test view window in the bottom of the touch screen of the console allows you to choose under which
conditions the test will be performed (RE, LE, BINO).
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Once the condition is selected, start the test.
On the touch screen by pressing on [Start].

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the central button.

> The Red/Green smart test is shown in the display area in the bottom of the console’s touch screen.

The center part of the screen appears grayed out. It is no longer possible to modify the values of
controlled settings, the masks, the filters or the adjustments of the instrument.
> The corresponding table of optotypes is displayed on the test presentation screen.
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Ask the patient the following question:
“Look at the test and tell me if the characters appear darker to you or more contrasted on the red
background, on the green background or if they seem identical to you.”
If the answer is:
> - darker on the green background. Select the answer by either:
Pressing on the corresponding answer on the touch screen.

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the key “+”.

> - darker on the red background. Select the answer by either:
Pressing on the corresponding answer on the touch screen.

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the key " - ".
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> - no preference, doesn’t know. Select the answer by either:
Pressing on the corresponding answer on the touch screen.

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the central button.

The response window also allows for:

1. Return to the beginning of the test
2. Visualize the progress of the test
Three status indications on the progression bar are available.
3. Cancel the last answer
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An error message may appear, if there is an anomaly during the test.
EXAMPLE:

Press:
to stop or start the test again.
to continue the test.
4

Select the following test on the touch screen by pressing on the desired test in the available list.
In the case of a test program, moving to the following test is done:
On the touch screen by pressing on [Next].

On the console keyboard, by pressing on the central button.
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If the auto link is selected, it will go directly on the next test. It is not necessary to press [Next]
button.

4. Refraction comparison (Bluetouch)
The access to the comparison screen can be done:
On the console keyboard, by pressing the comparison button.

With the action button which can be set up in a personalized test.

A changer
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1. [New refraction] tab
This value will give the refraction done last and if you press on the block those powers will be displayed.
2. Down arrow
Clicking on the down arrow will allow you to select other saved data to compare, such as:
Lensmeter
Auto-Kerato-Refractometer
Etc
3. Down arrow
Clicking on the down arrow will allow you to select other saved data to compare, such as:
Lensmeter
Auto-Kerato-Refractometer
Etc
4. Datas
If you click on the grey block itself, the power in the phoropter will change to those values.
5. Display windows
The 4 display windows will allow you to change the screen being viewed.
One you know what data you want to compare to which image it is always best to switch between the two
datas repeatedly and ask the patient which they prefer.
Example: How to compare new refraction vs previous refraction
1

Once the datas are updated, click on:

or,
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> The following screen appear:

On the first screen initial screen, the default comparison values are [New refraction] and [No refraction].
As you had a lensmeter value in the memory bank, it will automatically have these two comparisons
already selected.
For this example you will need to change the [No refraction] to [Lensmeter].

2

After selecting the screen to do the comparison on, you can alternate between the two prescriptions by
clicking on the two grey boxes.

3

Ask the patient whether they see a difference when comparing the two values. (The patient should prefer
the new refraction).

4

You can inform the patient that when you select the new refraction this is how he will see in his new
spectacles and that he should be able to see the improvement versus no refraction.

This is way we call it the “money button” >It converts your refraction into a sale by showing to the
patient the difference he will see.
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a. Alert function in comparison screen
The “Alert function” has been developed to assist the ECP to be aware if there are any significant changes from
the patients' previous information. This auto alert function is an option, which can be activated and personalized
in the [Setting] menu.
When activated, this alert will appear in red as shown in the image below.

Note that this function can be activated, deactivated or personalized in the following [Setting] screen.

When activated, the ECP can decide whether to see this “Alert” when the dioptric difference is greater than 0.50
D or when greater than 1.00 D.
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1. Vertex distance measurement
The Vertex distance is the distance from the back side of a correcting ophthalmic lens (at the rear
surface) to the patient's eye (at the apex of the cornea). The Vertex distance has always been of
importance in refraction since the refraction value of an eye depends on the distance at which the
corrective lens is located in front of the eye. Indeed, the further away the lens from the eye, the more
minus the corrective power; the closer the lens to the eye, the more plus the power, whatever the
ametropia.
Measuring the [Vertex distance] could be very important
If the patient is set up and tested at a different distance compared to the Vertex distance of the
spectacles, the power change could have an effect on the performance of the spectacles.
This is even more evident on higher powers
Measurement procedure
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1

Ask the patient to position himself/herself behind the phoropter and rest the head against the forehead
support while looking into the distance at the screen.

2

The practitioner checks that the phoropter is located close enough to the patient eye's, so as to offer a
wide field of vision, but far enough to avoid the patient's eyelashes to be in contact with the back side
window of the optical module.

3

That distance can easily be adjusted by using the rotating button located in front side of the product,
turning it clockwise to reduce the [Vertex distance] and anti-clockwise to increase it.
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4

The patient is then asked to look at distance and open the eyes widely and the practitioner press on the
Vertex distance icon located at the top of the console screen.

5

The two cameras take images of the eyes and, after a few seconds, the images of the right and left eye,
seen from the sides, appear on the console's.

> Two vertical lines also appear on the pictures and the practitioner just has to align them with the eye's
cornea apex, either the two eyes together or eye per eye using:
On the console keyboard:
by turning the central button clockwise or counterclockwise, or

by pressing on the keys [+/-].
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> The value(s) of the Vertex distance](s) are automatically displayed and can then be recorded. A Vertex
distance of 10 to 20 mm is appropriate.
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1. Standard programs
2. Customized programs
a. Editing and customizing programs and tests
Customize program

The Vision-STM 700 allows you to personalize your test sequence (program).
Personalizing a program refers to the program itself and not the detail within the test.

1
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and click on [+] to create a new program.

> The following page appears:

By default the name is [New program]. At this stage, it is possible to modify the name of the
program.
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> The new program appears in italics in the list of programs.

4

Select the new program by clicking on its name.

5

Click on

to edit the program.

> The list of tests appears in the right column.
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Select a first test from the test bank, favorites or the library (by clicking on the corresponding tab at the
top of the right column).

The test contents appear in the center block of the screen.
The contents of the program appear in the left section.
7

Click on the test and drag it and drop it in the program's test list (left column) in the intended location.
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In the bottom of the screen an area is displayed:

This area indicates whether the test is available in distance, near or both.

8

Do the same for the following tests to compose your program.

9

You can then click on:
> to remove the selected test
> to edit and change the test
> to duplicate the program
> It is possible to change the order of the tests by dragging and dropping the list of tests in the
program.

10 Click on

to validate the changes.

You can click on [Stop] to return to the list of programs, edit tests or favorites before you exit edit
.
mode by validating with the key
Customize test

The Vision-STM 700 allows you to edit the specific test in great detail.
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Select the test to customize (on the left column).

3

You can then click on:

>
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> to remove the selected test
>to edit and change the test
> to duplicate the test
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> The following page appears:

1. Zone 1
Set the test category and apply the default settings for that category.
2. Zone 2
Allows you to adjust the different settings of the test.
3. [Filters]
Allows you to view and select the filters placed in front of the patient's eyes (Red & Green,
Maddox, Prisms, Stenopeic Holes, etc.) press long on the eyes.
4. [Control]
Allows you to choose the controlled optical parameter (Sphere, Cylinder, Axis, Addition, Prism
components).
5. [Balance]
Allows you to choose the condition of the test (Bino, Right, Left, keep the previous condition,
retain or impose the single-eye condition).
> [Keep Mono]: If the previous test is in binocular condition then the condition of the test is
forced into monocular.
This setting is particularly recommended for astigmatism testing.
6. [Step]
Allows you to choose the power variation step (0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00 or kept the same as
before).
7. Display
Allows you to view and change the display of the target presented during the test.
> For acuity boards: allows you to choose either random board selection (depending on the
condition) or a particular board. And to define how it is presented (rows, columns, letters), its
acuity level and the contrast or background.
8. Zone 3
Allows you to customize the test icon and test help.
9. [Rename]
Allows you to rename the test
10. [Color]
Allows you to change the color of the corner (top right) of the icon
11. [Help]
Allows you to change the text of the test help.
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Example

1. [Phoria Horizontal (Prism)]
By selecting a panel on the left it will assist with default settings (auxiliary lens change, prism activation,
etc.)
It is possible to override the suggested settings.
2. Display
Personalize your chart.
3. [Summary]
Help wording with each default test.
4. [Rename]
Name your test as you wish.

5. [Color]
Choose your color for recognition.
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6. [Help]
Write your own speech to use during test (help button).

b. Favorite tests selection
It is possible to save favorites tests thank to the [Favorite] tab.
This personalization is performed in a similar manner than customizing a program.
1
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2

Select the the [Favorite] tab

3

Click on the test and drag it and drop it from the test bank (right column) to the intended location (left
column).

.

Don't forget to save by clicking on
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> The instrument settings page is displayed.

1. Description of the settings menus
a. General information
The general information menu has two pages:
1. [General]
2. [Devices]
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1 - Page [General]

1. [Informations]
Instrument inspection
2. [Remote Control]
Remote access,
3. [Remote Maintenance]
Access to the remote maintenance
4. Access to the statistics and the log files
5. Recording on SIS
6. Deletion of recording
7. Connection refreshing
8. After-sales service
9. Restoration of the default settings
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2 - Page [Devices]

1. Information concerning the various components of the instrument
2. Carry out autotests
3. Removal of the component
Once the adjustments are made, press on:
to confirm.
to cancel.
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Carrying out the autotests
1

On the [Device] page, press on

.

> The following page appears:

1. Launch of all the self-tests
2. List of available self-tests
3. Display
4. Number of self-test launch
5. Test of LEDs in near-vision mode
6. LED panel test for horizontal adjustment
7. Launch cancellation
8. Launch confirmation
2
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Choose the self-test which you wish to perform and press on

.
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> The self-test starts.
b. Measurement data
The measurement data menu has three pages:
1. [Dated Format/Units]
2. [Distance]
3. [Lens Step]
1 - Page [Data Format / Units]

1. [Auto Sph Equivalent]
Automatic maintenance of the equivalent sphere during introduction of the cylinder.
2. [C Sign]
Define the sign of the cylindrical power (C).
3. [Minus ADD]
Allows for the addition of a negative addition.
OK: authorizes the negative addition for specific tests
Error: only a positive addition can be taken into account
4. [S to Add]
Allows user to combine or separate the addition of the near vision from/to the far-vision sphere.
5. [Prism format]
6. [Mask type]
The choice of the type of mask during a test in monocular vision.
7. [PD type]
Define the type of monocular or binocular pupillary distance.
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2 - Page [Distance]

1. [Unit distance]
Define the default distance unit:
in cm
in inches
in diopters
2. [Far exam distance]
Define the test presentation screen distance.
To modify this distance move the cursor to the left or the right (steps from 25 cm to 3m to 8m).
3. Generation of personalized optotypes
4. [Near exam distance]
Defines the distance of the near-vision test.
> The values indicated correspond to a default setting in cm.
5. [Vertex Distance] (en mm)
Sets the vertex distance by default taken into account for the conversion of the refraction value of a
standard reference distance.
6. [Infinite Adjustments ]
Whether to have an infinite adjustment and to what maximum value.
7. [Comparison Screen]
Default setting on comparison screen.
8. [Comparison Screen Alert]
Alert ECP if the difference is higher than selected value. (Value to appear in red).
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3 - Page [Lens step]

1. [Spherical Step]
Define the default variation step of the sphere.
2. [Cylinder Step]
Define the default variation step of the cylinder.
3. [Axis Step]
Define the default variation step of the axis.
4. [Prism Step]
Define the default variation step of the prism.
5. [PD Step]
Define the default variation step of the pupillary distance.
6. [Cross Cylinder Lens]
Sets the default value of the cross cylinder, used for finding the cylinder in manual mode.
7. [Axis Rounding]
Determining whether rounding of the axis should be performed automatically.
Once the adjustments are made, press on:
to confirm.
to cancel.
c. Import/Export data
The Import/export menu has three pages:
1. Import/export
2. Memory
3. Default export
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1 - Page [Import / Export]

1. [Import]
Describe the type of importing:
Manual
Automatic
2. [PD Import Priority]
Determining which import from which instrument gets priority to be inserted in phoropter.
3. [Export Type]
Defines the way data is processed during export:
Sent to the printer
Sent to the Essibox
Both
4. [Horizontal axis]
Selecting default value of either 0 or 180°.
5. [Minus Rounding]
Selecting the minus rounding.
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2 - Page [Memory]

1. List of available memories
3 - Page [Default Export]

1. [Memory/Name]
Indicates the memory to be exported and the name of the corresponding data type.
2. Screen distance
Indicates the distance for which the correction is exported.
3. Vertex distance
Indicates the vertex distance for which the correction is exported.
4. Rounding
Indicates the correction step and its possible rounding type.
5. Day/night vision
Indicates the conditions under which the test is performed, day or night.
6. [Source]
Label the data type according to the source.
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7. Display
View the default exported data display.
8. Export
Export the data by default.
9. More
Add a new data type to the export configuration.
10. Organize
Organize the order of the data types to be exported.
11. Pagination
Navigate through the different pages of the export configuration.
12. Waste bin
Remove an export data type.
13. Pen
Edit and change an export data type.
It is possible to rename the memories (long press on name).
Once the adjustments are made, press on:
to confirm.
to cancel.
d. Communication settings
The element settings menu consists of three pages:
Chart
IP
Essibox.com
1 - Page [Chart]

1. [Mirror Mode]
Mirror Mode Activation (according to configuration)
2. [IR Channel]
Used during set up of chart system for communication
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2 - Page [Ip]

1. [Ip adress]
Can be [Static] or [Dhcp]
3 - Page [Essibox.com]

1. [Name or Ip]
Name or Ip of the Cbox that must be set up.
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Once the adjustments are made, press on:
to confirm.
to cancel.
e. Local settings
The local settings menu consists of three pages:
Chart Display
Keyboard Settings
Regional Settings
1 - Page [Chart Display]

1. [Visual acuity format]
Define the visual acuity format depending on local usage.
2. ETDRS progression
Configuration of the ETDRS progression : logMar or Snellen.
2 - Page [Keyboard Settings]
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1. [Brightness]
Sets the console screen brightness level
2. [Sleep Mode]
Sets console sleep time
3. [Sound]
Sets the sound level of the console screen
4. [Defaut Left Tab]
Sets the default display on the left side of the console screen
5. [Defaut Right Tab]
Sets the default display on the right side of the console screen
3 - Page [Regional Settings]

1. [Language]
Sets the display of the console language
2. [Time Zone]
Sets the display of the console time zone
3. [Date Format]
Sets the display of the console date format:
Year/Month/Date > [YY/MM/DD]
Month/Date/Year > [MM/DD/YY]
Date/Month/Year > [DD/MM/YY]
4. [Time Format]
Sets the display of the console time format
5. [Date]
Sets the display of the console date format
Once the adjustments are made, press on:
to confirm.
to cancel.
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f. Backups restore
The backups and memory menu has two pages:
1. Backup
2. Restore
1 - Page [Backup]

1. Export of refraction head data to an USB key
2. Export of all the instrument data
3. Settings export
4. Export of the technician data
5. Export of tests, favorites and test programs
6. Statistics exportation
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2 - Page [Restore]

1. Importing of data from an USB key to the refraction head
2. Settings importing
3. Importing a memory update
4. Importing new tests, favorites and test programs
5. Statistics importing
Once the adjustments are made, press on:
to confirm.
to cancel.
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If a problem is detected, refer to the table below in order to take the appropriate measures.
Symptoms

Causes and measurements

The compact refraction unit does
not initialize itself

No power
Check that the power cable connected to the back of the
compact refraction unit and that the unit is set
Check that the power switch on the back of the compact
refraction unit is on

The console does not initialize itself

No power
Check that the power switch on the back of the compact
refraction unit is on
Check that [Bluetouch] is on

Frozen console screen

No power
Check that the first Led on the back of the compact refraction
unit is on
Turn the product off with the [Clear] switch on the console
and the switch button on the back of the compact refraction
unit. Then, restart the product.

Rainbow on the screen

Video cable error
Check that the console cable is correctly plugged into the
back of the compact refraction unit

If the problem has not been resolved after taking the measures listed above, contact your local distributor
immediately.
Your dealer has been trained by Essilor.
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Centering
Interpupillary distance:
49.0 to 80.0 mm at far distance (in 0.50 mm steps)
55.0 to 83.0 mm at near distance (in 0.50 mm steps)
Binocular and monocular adjustments
Convergence: automatic, compared to the position of the target for near vision and to the patient's
pupillary distance
Vertex distance: from 4.0 to 30.0 mm in 0.5 mm steps, monocular, measured by cameras
Measurement range
Sphere: from -20.00 D to +20.00 D
Cylinder: up to 8.00 D depending on the lens combination. Cylinder from -7.00 D to 8.00 D with sphere at
0D
In “Standard” mode: 0.25 D increments with adjustable steps
In “Intelligent” mode: multiple larger and smaller increments
Axis: 0° to 180° in 1° increments, with adjustable steps
Prism: 0 to 20 Δ in 0.1 Δ increments, with adjustable steps
Auxiliary lenses
Occluders: dark
Pin hole: yes
Retinoscopic lenses: +1.50 D, +2.00 D (powered by optical module)
Fog lenses: +1.50 D, +2.00 D (powered by optical module)
Jackson cross cylinders: +/- 0.25 D, +/- 0.50 D (powered by optical module)
Fixed cross cylinders: +/- 0.50 D (powered by optical modules)
Prisms: 3 Δ base up / 3 Δ base down, 6 Δ base up, 10 Δ base in (powered by varying prisms /
diasporameters)
Maddox rods: red, horizontal and vertical
Red/Green filters: red on right eye, green on left eye
Dimensions and weight
Compact refraction unit:
Length= 64.0 cm
Width: 32.5 cm
Depth: 55.0 cm
Total weight: 16 Kg
Console (keyboard + screen):
Keyboard: 28 x 22 cm
Screen display: 10.4”
Total weight: 3.0 Kg
LEDs
Visible white LED (Vertex distance) - Not used at the moment:
Colour: sunrise
Chromaticity CCT: 2700 K
Flux: 7 lm
Class: NC
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Visible white LED:
Color: white
Chromaticity CCT: 5000 K
Flux: 35.9 lm
Class: NC
Infra-red LED:
Color: IR
Wavelength: 850 nm
Energy intensity: 50mW/Sr
Class: NC
Infra-red LED:
Color: IR
Wavelength: 850 nm
Radiant intensity: 1000mW/sr
Class: 2
Input/Output
Compact refraction unit:
AC Input: 100-240V; 50/60Hz; 2.3 - 1.1A
DC Output: 24V; 141.6 Watt
USB port (x4): DC Output 5V; 2A
Console (keyboard): AC Input 24V, 2A
Fuse
T 4AH 250V
T 4AH 250V
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1. Exclusion of liability clause
The results and/or technical data resulting from the handling or use of instruments must be
analyzed by professionals experienced in various fields of application of the instrument in order to
avoid any risk of misreading or incorrect analysis of the data.
Diagnostics are carried out under the responsibility of the user and Essilor declines any
responsibility for the results of these diagnostics.
Each instrument constructed, marketed and/or put on the market directly and/or indirectly by Essilor is
designed according to the provisions and the regulations in force. It contains the necessary information to
ensure the intended use and permitting the identification of the manufacturer, taking into account the
training, experience and knowledge of the intended user.
This information, including that contained in the accompanying product manuals and the technical advice
provided, whether oral, written or communicated during a demonstration, is provided on the basis of best
knowledge. However, it must be considered as information without any binding effect, including thirdparty industrial property rights. It does not exempt the customer from checking current versions,
communicated advice and suggestions, particularly the technical safety data sheets, instructions and
technical information, as well as assessing the capacity of the instruments to ensure the intended use
during delivery.
The application, use and handling of these instruments as well as the products developed by the customer
on the basis of technical consulting and/or maintenance activities are not under the control of Essilor.
They are therefore the sole responsibility of the customer. Essilor declines any responsibility in the matter,
as indicated below.
The sale of products is governed by the general conditions of sale and delivery as modified.

2. Cautions & Warnings
Respect the operating, storage and transport conditions noted below.
Avoid condensation conditions.
Temperature

Humidity

Atmospheric pressure

Use

[+15°C; +30°C]

[30 %; 90 %]

[800 hPA; 1060 hPA]

Storage

[- 10°C; + 55°C]

[10 %; 95 %]

[700 hPA; 1060 hPA]

Transport

[- 10°C; + 55°C]

[10 %; 95 %]

[700 hPA; 1060 hPA]
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Essential performances: From regulatory stand point, the product has no essential performance.
Do not install the instrument next to wireless devices (TV, radio, etc.). The instrument may cause
interference.
Never attempt to dismantle the instrument. This may cause a malfunction or fire.
If the instrument does not work properly, do not touch the inside. Disconnect the plug from the
outlet and consult your dealer.
If liquid spills onto the instrument or foreign objects get inside, unplug the plug from the outlet and
consult your dealer.
If any abnormalities occur (noise, smoke, etc.), unplug the plug from the outlet and consult your
dealer. Continued use may result in fire or personal injury.
To avoid pinching injuries when moving the monitor, please do not put your hand between the
monitor and the main unit of the console.
The presence of fingerprints or dust on the optical parts, for example on the observation windows,
affects the accuracy of measurements. It is therefore recommended not to handle them with your
fingers and to keep them away from dust. If there are fingerprints or dust on the optical parts,
gently wipe them with a soft cloth.
The covers are fragile, handling them while wearing jewelery or having long nails can lead to
scratches.
The white covers may yellow over time when exposed to ultraviolet light for an extended period.
When the instrument is not in use, protect it using the cover provided.
The continuous time of usage with one patient should not exceed 70 mins.
The results and/or technical data resulting from the handling or use of instruments must be
analyzed by professionals experienced in various fields of application of the instrument in order to
avoid any risk of misreading or incorrect analysis of the data.
Diagnostics are carried out under the responsibility of the user and Essilor declines any
responsibility for the results of these diagnostics.
The user must use another product before completing the final prescription.
The light emitted from this instrument is potentially hazardous. The longer the duration of
exposure, the greater the risk of ocular damage. Patient exposure to light from this instrument
when operated at maximum intensity will exceed the safety guideline after 70 minutes.
Do not put your fingers in the area of the refraction half heads.
Do not pull the product towards the patient. It could drop from the table to the patient's feet.
Do not try to repair or modify the instrument.
Never try to perform any repairs inside the instrument yourself. In the event of
malfunctions, consult your dealer.
To avoid any risk of electrocution, do not open the cover. Consult your dealer for
all repairs.
Any serious incident that has occurred in relation to the device should be reported to the manufacturer
and the competent authority of the Member State in which the user and/or patient is established.
There is no limit conditions that the device can tolerate.
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a. Power supply

WARNING: To avoid the risk of electric shock this device must only be connected to a supply
mains with protective earth.
Take care to use the power cord grounding cable when connecting to the ground terminal.
Do not damage the power cord (by bending it, pulling it or placing heavy objects on top of it,
etc.). Do not modify it either. If the cord is damaged (loose contact, damaged sheath, etc.),
replace it with a new cord. Continued use may result in an electric shock or fire.
Do not touch the power plug with wet hands. This may cause an electric shock.
If you do not use the instrument for an extended period, disconnect the power cord from the
outlet.
Do not use multi-socket power strips, adapters or extension cords to connect the instrument to the
mains.
Make sure the power cord is fully inserted into both the plug and the instrument Failure to insert it
properly may result in a fire or electric shock.
Clean the power cord regularly to avoid dust buildup. If the cord is dirty, it may cause a
malfunction or fire.
If the power cord becomes hot after using the instrument, check that it is not dirty. If it is not,
replace the power cord with a new one. Continued use may cause malfunction or personal injury.
Use the instrument with the appropriate supply voltage. Continued use with a supply voltage
greater than the rated power may cause malfunction or fire.
Hold the plug when you insert or remove the power cord.
Use only the power cord provided with the device, model H05VV-F cord type 3G 10 mm², provided
with VIIG plug. SJT 3x18 AWG provided with hospital grade plug Nema 5-15P HF for US/CAN ; 2 m
in lenght.
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b. Computer network
This instrument can transfer data to a computer or other devices via a USB or RJ45 interface.
These devices must comply with the standard IEC 62368-1. Purpose is to refraction data.
IT Network must be parametered in order to accept the text file from product address
(firewall parameters)
Transfer routines are compliant with FTP protocols.
No hazardous situation was reported through product design risk analysis.
External equipment intended for connection to signal outputs on the device shall comply with
the relevant product standard for such equipment IEC 62368-1 for IT-equipment. In
addition, all such combinations – Medical Electrical Systems – shall comply with the
requirements stated in clause 16 of IEC 60601-1. Any equipment not complying with the
leakage current requirements in IEC 60601-1 shall be kept outside the patient environment
(at least 1.5 m from the patient support or shall be supplied via a Separation transformer to
reduce the leakage currents).
Any person who connects external equipment to the device has formed a Medical Electrical System
and is therefore responsible for the system to comply with the requirements in clause 16 of IEC
60601-1. If in doubt, contact qualified medical technician or your local representative.
A Separation Device (isolation device) is needed to isolate the equipment located outside the
patient environment from the equipment located inside the patient environment. In particular such
a Separation Device is required when a network connection is made. The requirement for the
Separation Device is defined in clause 16.5 of IEC 60601-1.
Connecting this instrument to a computer network that includes other equipment may result in
safety and data protection risks.
The responsible organization is expected to identify, analyze, evaluate and control these risks.
Any subsequent changes to the computer network may cause risks and require further analysis.
These changes include:
changing the configuration of the computer network;
connection of additional devices to the computer network,
disconnection of elements of the computer network,
updating the equipment connected to the computer network;
upgrading the equipment connected to the computer network.
Please contact your distributor for detailed information on this instrument.
c. Disposal
Instructions for the disposal of the instrument in accordance with Directives 2012/19/EU
and 2011/65/EU regarding the limitation of dangerous substances in electrical and
electronic equipment and the disposal of electrical and electronic waste.
When it reaches the end of its lifetime, the instrument should not be thrown out with the
household refuse. It can be disposed of at a waste management center operated by the
municipality or the retailers who offer this service. The separate disposal of an electrical
device avoids any damage to the environment or health that could result from a noncompliant disposal, and also allows the materials it is composed of to be recycled in order
to save energy and resources. The pictogram of the wheeled container appears on the label
of the instrument. It indicates the obligation for separate collection and disposal of end-oflife/out-of-use electrical and electronic equipment.
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The user must take into account the potentially harmful effects on the environment and human
health that could result from the non-compliant disposal of the instrument in its entirety or some of
its components.
To avoid the release of dangerous substances into the environment and to encourage the
preservation of natural resources, the manufacturer facilitates, in the event that the user wishes to
dispose of the instrument at the end of its lifespace, the reuse, recovery and recycling of the
instrument and its components. Before disposing of the instrument, the requirements of European
and national regulations must be taken into consideration.
Do not dispose of the instrument with household waste, but dispose of it separately by giving it in a
company specialized in the disposal of electrical and electronic equipment or at the local
administrative services in charge of waste collection.
The supplier or manufacturer is required to recover the old equipment.
By joining a consortium for the waste of technological equipment, the manufacturer covers the
treatment and recycling costs of the used instrument.
The manufacturer undertakes to provide the user with all the information relating to the dangerous
substances contained in the device and the methods of recycling these substances, and to inform
them of the existence of recycling of the used equipment. The law provides for severe penalties in
case of infringement.

3. Electromagnetic compatibility
All of the information listed below is based on normative requirements to which manufacturers of electromedical devices are subject, as defined in the IEC60601-1-2 Ed4 standard.
The device complies with the applicable electromagnetic compatibility standards, however, the user must
ensure that any electromagnetic interference does not create an additional risk, such as radio frequency
transmitters or other electronic devices.
In this chapter you will find information necessary to ensure that your device is installed and put into
service in the best conditions in terms of electromagnetic compatibility. The device's different cords must
be separated from each other.
Certain types of mobile telecommunications devices such as mobile phones may interfere with the device.
Recommended separation distances must therefore be respected.
The device shall not be used in the vicinity of or placed on another device. If this cannot be avoided, it is
necessary to check its proper functioning under the conditions of use before using it. The use of
accessories other than those specified or sold by the manufacturer as replacement parts may result in an
emissions increase or a decrease in the immunity of the device.
In case the device stop working, reset the device, restart test from the beginning, do not use the previous
data for make prescription.
a. Length of cables, cords, etc.
The length of cables or cords must be greater than 3 meters.
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Type of test

In accordance with

RF emission

CISPR 11, Class B

Harmonic current emission

IEC 61000-3-2

Voltage fluctuations and flickering

IEC 61000-3-2

Immunity to electrostatic discharge

IEC 61000-4-2

Radiated Immunity - Electromagnetic Fields

IEC 61000-4-3

Immune to electrical fast transients and bursts

IEC 61000-4-4

Shock-wave immunity

IEC 61000-4-5

Conducted radio frequency disturbance immunity

IEC 61000-4-6

Radiated Immunity - Magnetic Fields

IEC 61000-4-8

Immunity to voltage dips, brief cuts and voltage
variations

IEC 61000-4-11
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b. Recommended separation distance
The device is intended for use in a electromagnetic environment in which RF radiation disturbances are
controlled.
The user or installer of the device can help avoid electromagnetic interference by maintaining a minimum
distance, depending on the maximum power of the radio frequency transmission equipment. Portable RF
communications devices (including devices such as antenna cables and external antennas) must not be
used closer than 30 cm (12 inches) to any part of the device, including cables specified by the
manufacturer. Otherwise, the performance of these devices could be affected.
c. Electromagnetic emissions
This product is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. It is up to the
customer or the user to verify that the instrument is used in this environment.
Emissions test

Compliance

Electromagnetic environment –
Guidelines

Electromagnetic radiation disturbance
(Radiated Emissions) (CISPR 11)

Group 1

The product uses RF energy for internal
functions.

Disruptive voltage at power stations
(Conducted emissions) (CISPR 11)

Class B

Harmonic current emission (IEC61000-3- Class A
2)
Complies
Voltage variations, voltage fluctuations
and flicker (IEC61000-3-3)

Complies

The product may be used in all
establishments, including domestic sites
and those connected directly to the public
low-voltage power

d. Magnetic and electromagnetic immunity
The product is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below.
It is up to the customer or the user to verify that the instrument is used in this environment.
Immunity test

Test level IEC 60601 &
Compliance level

Electrostatic discharge (ESD)
(IEC61000-4-2)

± 8 kV contact
± 15 kV air

Electrical fast transients and bursts
(IEC61000-4-4)

± 2 kV for power supply
lines
± 1 kV for the signal ports

Shock Waves (IEC61000-4-5)

± 2 kV in differential mode
± 1 kV in current mode

Assigned industrial frequency magnetic
field (IEC61000-4-8)

30 A/m

Voltage dips, short interruptions and
voltage variations (IEC61000-4-11)

0% UT for 0.5 cycles
(0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°,
225°, 270° and 315° for 0.5
cycle)
0% UT for 1 cycle
70% UT
For 25 cycles at 50 Hz
For 30 cycles at 60 Hz
Single phase: 0°

Voltage Interruptions (IEC61000-4-11)

0% UT for 250 cycles at
50Hz for 300 cycles at 60Hz

Electromagnetic environment
– Guidelines

The product may be used in all
establishments, including
domestic sites and those
connected directly to the public
low-voltage power.

The product may be used in all
establishments, including
domestic sites and those
connected directly to the public
low-voltage power. If using the
system requires continued
operation during power cuts, it is
recommended that the medical
device be supplied with a
separate power source (UPS,
etc.).

UT is the AC mains voltage before applying the test level.
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e. Electromagnetic immunity, radio frequencies
The product is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. It is up to the
customer or the user to verify that the instrument is used in this environment.
Portable RF communications devices (including devices such as antenna cables and external antennas)
should not be used closer than 30 cm (12 inches) to any part of the device under test, including cables
specified by the manufacturer. Otherwise, the performance of these devices could be affected.
Immunity test

Test level IEC 60601 &
Compliance level

Electromagnetic fields radiated radio
frequency
(IEC61000-4-3)

3 V/m
80 MHz to 2.7 GHz
80% MA at 1 kHz
10 V/m
80 MHz to 2.7 GHz
80% MA at 1 kHz

Proximity Fields emitted by RF
Wireless Communications
Devices (IEC 61000-4-3 Interim
Method)

9V/m
710 MHz, 745 MHz,
780 MHz, 5240 MHz,
5550 MHz, 5785 MHz,
27 V/m
385 MHz
28 V/m
450 MHz, 810 MHz,
870 MHz, 930 MHz,
1720 MHz, 1845 MHz,
1970 MHz, 2450 MHz,

Field-induced conducted disruptions
RF (IEC610004-6)

3V
150 Khz to 80 MHZ
6 V in ISM frequency and
band between 0.15 MHz and
80 MHz, amateur radio
frequency including 80% MA
at 1 KHz

Electromagnetic environment –
Guidelines

The product may be used in all
establishments, including domestic
sites and those connected directly
to the public low-voltage power.

4. Cleaning & Maintenance
In order to ensure safety and the performance of the instrument, all maintenance operations,
unless otherwise specified in this manual, must be carried out by qualified maintenance
technicians.
This instrument is a high precision optical device. Handle it carefully at all times.
Take care to handle the instrument carefully in order to avoid any scratches (covers for example).
Do not touch the optical parts (the observation window for example) with your fingers, and take
care to clean off any dust buildup which would be likely to distort the result of measurements.
If you find that this device is dirty, you can clean it as often as you want (see after the specific
cleaning methods).
Do not use benzene, thinners, organic solvents, ether or gasoline to clean the instrument.
To avoid any incident, unplug the instrument before cleaning.
Essilor will make available on request circuit diagrams, component part lists, descriptions, calibration
instructions, or other information that will assist the dealer to repair those parts of this device that are
designated by ESSILOR as repairable by the dealer.
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a. Cleaning and disinfection the compact refraction unit

To disinfect this area likely to be in contact with the patient (forehead rest
cover), use disinfectant wipes for medical use.
Disinfect these areas between testing each patient.
Always use a slightly damp soft cloth (microfiber, silicone), to clean the elements of the compact
refraction unit:
The face shields by removing them beforehand
The optics
patient side (only if a trace is identified)
practitioner side
The camera window for near-vision distance measurements
The camera windows for Vertex distance measurements
The LED panel
Do not clean the observation windows (patient side) with liquid, nor with a compress held in a clamp or a
screwdriver to prevent damage of the optical surfaces.
To clean the SCV modules (patient side observation windows):
The SCV modules need to be checked after each patient. Visually check if traces of dirt are present on the
window of the SCV module (patient side).
1. Take one of the cleaning swab (provided with the product).
> Change the cleaning swab for the second module.
2. Spray Isopropyl alcohol (cleaner, antiseptic and disinfectant) on the tip (white part) of the cleaning
swab.
> Do not dip or soak the cleaning swab directly in alcohol.
3. Fold the nozzle, in order to have a larger cleaning surface.
4. Apply the tip in the center of the module and clean the module with a circular motion (snail types).
> Spiral movement from the center to the outside of the module.
Do not use wipe
Do not use a tool to clean (screwdriver, pen tip)
Do not clean directly with your fingers
b. Cleaning the console
Always use a slightly damp soft cloth (microfiber, silicone), to clean the elements of the console:
The touch screen
The keyboard
Do not spray liquid on the touch screen or the keyboard of the console, regardless of the liquid, in order
not to risk damaging the electronic boards.

5. Intended use
Intended purpose: this device perform a subjective refraction.
Indications for use: the instrument allows the user to control the patient's visual acuity.
Intended patient population: any adult or child with pupillary distance from 49mm to 80mm.
Intended part of the body applied to the device: front skin is in contact with the device. Skin in the
contact with the device must be in healthy condition without wounds, irritation or inflammation.
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Intended user: this instrument is intended for a medical use and can only be used with the instructions of
visual health expert authorized by the laws in force in the country concerned, in optometrist or
ophthalmologist office.
Intended condition of use: device must be installed in a refraction environment according to
environmental conditions written in this document.
Operating principle: basic operating cycle is: patient installation / patient's eyes centering / refraction
protocol selection & launch / refraction result recovery (data export, printing or manual recording) /
removal from patient
No contraindications.
No undesirable side-effects.
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Essilor Instruments USA
8600 W. Catalpa Avenue, Suite 703
Chicago, IL 60656
Phone: 855.393.4647
Email: info@essilorinstrumentsusa.com
www.essilorinstrumentsusa.com

